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Abstract— The fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks 

is emerging as a key enabler of modern factory automation 

(FA) applications that ensure timely and reliable data 

exchange between network components. Network slicing 

(NS), which shares an underlying infrastructure with 

different applications and ensures application isolation, is 

the key 5G technology to support the diverse quality of 

service requirements of modern FA applications. In this 

article, an end-to-end NS solution is proposed for FA 

applications in a 5G network. Regression approaches are 

used to construct a performance model for each slice to map 

the service level agreement to the network attributes. 

Interference coordination approaches for switched beam 

systems are proposed to optimize radio access network 

performance models. A case study of a non-public network 

is used to show the proposed NS approach.

Keywords: 5G, URLLC, massive MIMO, joint transmission, 

interference coordination, network slicing

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) network is emerging as a key 

enabler of ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC) 

applications [1]. Deviating from traditional human-centric, 

delay-tolerant applications, URLLC is a new service category 

that accommodates emerging services with stringent latency 

(referred to as hard real time, i.e., in ms) and reliability 

requirements (i.e., 99.9999%) [2].  

One URLLC application is factory automation (FA), 

which deals with the automated control and optimization of 

processes and workflows in a factory. Nowadays, industrial 

Ethernet technologies at layer 2 (L2) are used for FA (i.e., 

Profinet) [3]. Profinet uses unique MAC addresses to identify 

field devices, including three communication channels to 

provide FA services: TCP/IP channel for non-deterministic 

functions; real-time channel (Profinet RT) for services with 

latency in the 1–10 ms range, where TCP/IP layers are 

bypassed to have a deterministic performance; and 

isochronous real-time channel (Profinet IRT) for services with 

latency less than 1 ms, where high-precision synchronization 

for low cycle time and hardware support with ASICs are 

required to achieve low latency [3]. Profinet can support a 

cycle time lower than 250 µs.   

To realize the better flexibility, mobility, and versatility 

required by modern smart factories, wireless connectivity is 

preferred to replace industrial Ethernet cable. The 5G mobile 

network is emerging as a key enabler of modern FA 

applications that ensure timely and reliable data exchange 

between network components. To support FA in 5G cellular 

network, fundamental changes are necessary in both wireless 

links and transport/core networks. 

Industrial Ethernet technologies at L2 can be directly 

used as a transport network for 5G cellular network. For 

transport network, URLLC traffic with stringent latency 

requirements guaranteeing low latency and high reliability has 

traditionally been achieved using reserved resources. 

However, this approach led to the inefficient utilization of 

network resources. As an alternative, L2 links can be 

implemented using the 5G user plane function that replaces 

GTP/IP with virtual local area network (VLAN) tunnels for 

URLLC traffic. Software-defined networking (SDN), which 

provides the capability to allocate L2 links based on the 

number of low latency traffic flows, can be used to enforce 

fine-grained traffic management in the VLANs compared to 

L3/L4 traffic throttling at the GTP/IP layer [4]. 

For radio access network (RAN), reducing processing 

time and supporting a shortened frame structure are the two 

basic mechanisms defined in LTE Release 15 to reduce 

latency. A detailed analysis of the resulting latencies, which 

are feasible with LTE Release 15, is given in [5]. To improve 

reliability, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) can 

be improved by increasing the signal power with redundancy 

and diversity (e.g., joint transmission [JT] approach) and/or 

reducing the interference power via interference coordination 

(IC). [6] has proposed various micro and macro diversity 

techniques, and [7–13] has proposed various IC approaches.  
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IC approaches include static and dynamic approaches. 

Static IC approaches are based on frequency planning, which 

includes conventional fractional frequency reuse, partial 

frequency reuse, and soft frequency reuse [7]. Dynamic IC 

approaches include the frequency domain IC approach, such as 

carrier aggregation-based IC [8], which allocates different 

carriers to interfered UEs to avoid interference; the time 

domain IC approach, such as the almost blank subframe 

approach [9], which allocates difference time slots to interfered 

UEs to avoid interference; and the spatial domain IC (SIC) 

approach. With a massive multiple-input, multiple-output 

(MIMO) antenna, SIC approaches include coordinated 

beamforming (CBF) and coordinated multi-user MIMO (MU-

MIMO). For example, precoding matrix indicator (PMI) 

coordination is a lightweight CBF approach, where each UE 

transmits a restriction PMI or recommendation PMI, and 

neighboring cells either use the recommendation PMI or avoid 

using the restriction PMI [10]. Coordinated MU-MIMO 

approaches form a virtual transmitter among neighboring cells, 

jointly perform MU-MIMO transmission to eliminate inter-cell 

interference and achieve higher capacity [11]. Graph-based or 

utility-based approaches are used to share the time and 

frequency resources for dynamic IC approaches. Graph-based 

IC approaches partition interference graphs and avoid 

allocating the same time or frequency resources to UEs that are 

connected in the graph (represent high interference) to 

minimize SINR [12]. Utility-based IC (UIC) approaches are 

designed to maximize network utility by using a two-level 

approach [13]. The utilities for scenarios with different 

numbers of interferers are calculated at the cell level, and the 

conflicts of interferers are resolved at the central level. 

With a massive MIMO antenna, 5G beamforming 

systems include switched beam systems (SBSs) and adaptive 

array systems (AASs). An AAS [14] generates beam patterns 

to direct main lobes toward desired UEs and nulls toward 

interfered UEs while an SBS [15] uses fixed beam patterns to 

point toward UEs in predetermined directions. Compared to an 

SBS, an AAS is expensive for commercial mobile networks. 

Thus, we use SBS in this research. 

Network slicing (NS) is a technique incorporated by 5G 

that enables the coexistence of heterogeneous URLLC services 

in the same network. This technique divides the network into 

slices that are tailored to specific service requirements 

(described in the service level agreement [SLA]). For each 

slice, it is critical to respond intelligently to the dynamics of 

the traffic load to obtain satisfactory quality of service (QoS) 

at an acceptable cost [16]. Owing to the complex 

implementation, no linear relationship exists between SLA 

requirements and resource-specific network attributes that 

fulfill a service’s QoS. In addition, 5G networks are expected 

to provide diverse QoS guarantees for a wide range of services. 

Therefore, it is increasingly difficult to translate user-friendly 

SLA business terms into physical resources in 5G transport and 

RAN slices. 

Although the network cost to provide URLLC services 

can be significantly reduced with the above SDN, IC/JT, and 

NS technologies, the higher reliability requirements of the 

URLLC services remain the biggest burden on cost in today’s 

mobile broadband (MBB) services. It is important to 

characterize the deployment cost for URLLC services. For 5G 

networks, the total cost of ownership (TCO) includes capital 

expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX). 

The main cost contributions for the network investment are as 

follows:  

 CAPEX, including site infrastructure: GUTRAN 

Node B, network equipment, cabinets, civil works 

(physical cabinets, fences, antenna masts, etc.), fiber 

backhaul, etc. 

 OPEX, including network operation, maintenance 

and replacement, site lease, etc.  

Contribution 

In this research, an end-to-end (E2E) NS solution is 

proposed for FA application and its URLLC services for a 

stand-alone non-public network (SA NPN) [17], including 

both RAN and transport networks. We employ different 

mechanisms introduced in this section to satisfy the stringent 

latency and reliability requirements of services, construct 

performance models, and translate SLA business terms into 

physical resources in 5G transport and RANs. Both JT and UIC 

approaches (coordinated across time, frequency, and spatial 

domains) are used to optimize the performance models. The 

approach is designed for URLLC services, deployed on a 

massive MIMO SBS, and employs MU-MIMO to improve the 

system capacity. The main contributions of this approach 

include the following: 

 An E2E NS solution for FA services that satisfies 

the stringent latency requirements better than 

today’s MBB services. Instead of looking at only 

one feature, which may not work as expected in the 

real world, we look at a complete E2E setup that 

employs multiple features that cooperate and mimic 

the actual network environment.   

 Unlike most IC/JT approaches that target SINR 

improvement, our approach targets improvement in 

performance models mapping customer-friendly 

SLAs into network design parameters and fulfills 

QoS requirements for URLLC services. We also 

show that different IC/JT approaches should be 

used for different URLLC services to optimize their 

QoS requirements.    

 We propose a data analytics and regression 

approach for each network slice to construct a QoS 

performance model and automate the identification 

of a nonlinear relationship between SLA 



requirements and resource-specific network 

attributes.  

 Given the high reliability requirement of FA 

applications (e.g., motion control service requires 

2 ms of cycle time and 99.9999% of service 

availability), the network designed to support FA 

applications is much more expensive than today’s 

mobile network. In this research, we estimate the 

cost for design to fulfill the stringent QoS 

requirements of modern factory applications. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes 

the problem, Section III details our proposed approach for 

performance model construction, Section IV presents our 

simulation setup, Section V shows the simulation results, 

Section VI analyzes the complexity, and Section VII concludes 

the paper.   

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Consider an area supporting 𝑆 services, denoted as S = 

{1, … , 𝑆}, with 𝑈𝑠 users, denoted as 𝑈𝑠 = {1, … ,𝑈𝑠}, distributed 

uniformly. Consider a 5G network with 𝐸 component 

networks, namely, a transport network and a RAN, denoted as 𝐸 = {1, … ,𝐸}. Only downlink transmission is considered, and 

all users share the aggregated bandwidth 𝑊𝑒. Owing to the lack 

of physical resources for the transport network, 

switches/routers are shared among services. For the RAN, sites 

are shared among services and distributed uniformly (we 

assume hexagonal grids with the same inter-site distance). The 

problem is written as follows. 

Problem SM-P1: 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 [𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑)]

over: 𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑
subject to: 𝒩(𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑)) = 1 ∀𝑢𝑠 ∈ 𝑈𝑠 , 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 

where  𝒩(𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑))
=  {1                             𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑) < 𝑇𝑠

0                                                        𝐸𝑙𝑠𝑒 ,       

(1) 

where 𝑇𝑠 is the predefined threshold for service S. 𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑) < 𝑇𝑠 indicates that user 𝑢𝑠 satisfies the QoS 

requirement 𝑇𝑠 of service s under the network attributes of 

bandwidth distribution 𝑤 and site separation 𝑖𝑠𝑑. w is the 

bandwidth distribution vector for component networks, 

defined as 𝑤 = (𝑤1, … 𝑤𝐸), and 𝑤𝑒 is the bandwidth 

distribution among services, defined as 𝑤𝑒 = (𝑤𝑒1, … 𝑤𝑒𝑆), 

satisfying the constraint ∑ 𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑠∈𝑆 = 𝑊𝑒. 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑤, 𝑖𝑠𝑑) is 

calculated using a predefined cost model (see Table 1). 

For service 𝑠 on component network 𝑒, we can allocate a 

slice and define a performance model as follows: 

𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑠(𝑤𝑒𝑠, 𝑖𝑠𝑑) =  ∑ 𝒩(𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤𝑒𝑠, 𝑖𝑠𝑑))𝑢𝑠∈𝑈𝑠 ,

where 𝒩(𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤𝑒𝑠, 𝑖𝑠𝑑))
=  {1                            𝑞𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑠(𝑤𝑒𝑠, 𝑖𝑠𝑑) < 𝑇𝑒𝑠

0                                                         𝐸𝑙𝑠𝑒  ,   

(2) 

and 𝑇𝑒𝑠 is the predefined threshold for service 𝑠 on component 

network 𝑒. If we define 𝑇𝑒𝑠 as latency, then the constraint ∑ 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑒∈𝐸  ≤ 𝑇𝑠 needs to be satisfied.  

The problem SM-P1 is complex. For each piece of slice 

(i.e., each service on each component network), a performance 

model needs to be solved. Data analytics and regression 

approaches that allow automated identification of nonlinear 

relationships are exploited. The proposed approach is 

described in the next section. 

III. APPROACHES

In this section, we describe a private FA network and our 

proposed approach to construct performance models. Figure 1 

shows the network topology. Two services are considered. 

Service 1 (S1) is a motion control service with the 

characteristics of a printing machine application (2 𝑚𝑠 cycle 

time, 99.9999% service availability). Service 2 (S2) is an 

augmented reality service with one-way E2E latency of 10 𝑚𝑠
and 99.9% service availability [18]. The cloud server and 

robotic device each take 250 𝜇𝑠 latency [19], leaving latency 

budgets of 1.5 𝑚𝑠 for S1 and 9.5 𝑚𝑠 for S2 for network 

transmission and processing. The private FA network includes 

a transport network, which is a switch-only network with fat-

tree topology, and a 5G RAN; thus, latency will add up.  

[1] Construction of transport network performance 

model 

  VLAN tunnels are used to identify field devices, and SDN 

is used to enforce fine-grained traffic management [4] in a 

transport network. With slices sharing transport network 

resources, traffic flows in slices with tighter latency 

requirements are assigned with higher priority on resource 

allocation. For example, of the two services, S1 takes higher 

priority than S2. Specifically, when an S1 packet is available, 

an S2 packet will stop processing and wait until the S1 packet 

finishes processing to continue.  



  Each switch in the transport network uses a shared 

memory switch model [20]. Packets are put in first-in first-out 

(FIFO) queues and forwarded with the store-and-forward 

package forwarding mechanism. [21] specifies the five steps 

for latency calculation on one switch as follows: 

1. Transmit bits to the input FIFO of the switch port. 

2. Write the packet data into the switch memory. 

3. Perform a lookup (operates in parallel with data 

storage and therefore causes no latency). 

4. Read the packet from the data memory. 

5. Transmit the packet.  

The following pseudo code shows the latency 

calculation/simulation for one of the above steps. 

Algorithm 1: Latency calculation  

For every time slot ts 

    Check input buffer for all users for service s1 

    If input buffer of user u has data 

  If recorded input time for user u < ts 

   Transmit R*(slot time) bits to input buffer of next step 

   Record time ts as next step input time   

  Endif 

    Endif 

    Check input buffer for all users for service s2 

    If input buffer of user u has data 

  If recorded input time for user u < ts 

   If ts is not used by any user for service s1 

    Transmit R*(slot time) bits to input buffer of next step 

    Record time ts as next step input time   

   Endif 

  Endif 

    Endif 

EndFor 

R is the data rate that depends on the input 

bandwidth/capacity. For input/output ports, R is equivalent to 

the line rate. To provide line rate switching on all ports, the 

memory data rate needs to be such that all packets arriving 

simultaneously on all ports at line rates can be written to 

memory and all packets departing simultaneously on all ports 

at line rates need to be read from the memory [21]. Algorithm 

1 is run for each step to calculate switch latency.  

For a transport network with a fat-tree topology and 

multiple levels, we assume the same bandwidth/capacity for 

each level but distributed to multiple switches within each 

level. Latency calculation is performed for each switch along 

the transmission path and summed up as the latency over the 

transport network. Cable latency between switches is 

calculated and added to transport network latency. 

[2] Construction of RAN performance model 

To construct the RAN performance model, multiple 

diversity and IC approaches are implemented to achieve high 

reliability and low latency transmission. To provide the 

guaranteed QoS, resources of slices are isolated, that is, the 

slice for each service allocates dedicated RAN resources and 

employs different diversity or IC approaches to achieve QoS 

assurance. For S1, no hybrid automatic repeat request is 

permitted because of a tight latency budget.  

A. Micro diversity, redundant transmission, switched beam 

system, and antenna down-tilting 

Figure 4 shows the beams pattern for basic and switched 

directional antennas in an SBS [22]. UE only transmits on one 

narrow beam to reduce interference. Micro diversity (2 × 2 

MIMO antenna) is used with the transmission mode (TM) of 2 

for the S1 service, which tolerates a considerably lower SINR 

compared to other TMs. At low SINR, the data can be 

transmitted multiple times non-coherently in a frequency 

domain to increase signal power and reliability. To reduce 

interference from neighboring cells, the antenna is down-tilted 

to limit the range of the main beam. 

B. Interference coordination 

 IC approaches, including the two-level IC approach 

[22] and non-coherent JT (NCJT) approach, are 

implemented and compared in terms of performance model 

optimization. Different service requirements lead to 

different IC approaches. Figure 1 illustrates a central unit in 

the network topology used to facilitate coordination in the 

RAN. 

1) Two-level interference coordination 

Neighboring sectors close to one another are grouped into 

clusters. At the intra-cluster level, within each cluster up to 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 , UE can be scheduled simultaneously using the same 

time–frequency resource. The algorithm starts with a randomly 

selected UE. A UE is added if the interference caused to other 

UEs within the cluster is lower than a predefined threshold 

until the maximum number of users per cluster is reached. At 

the inter-cluster level, cluster-edge UE reports forbidden UEs 

in neighboring clusters, and the cluster-edge UE can achieve 

higher SINR if some or all forbidden UEs are deallocated. The 

following pseudo code shows the algorithm. 

Algorithm 2: Two-level interference coordination 

For each cluster c1

    Scheduled UE set: S 

    Initialization: 

        Randomly pick cell c2 in cluster c1

        Randomly pick UE u1 in cell c2𝑈 = {𝑢1}

        For each cell c2 in cluster c1



            For each UE u1 in cell c2

                If u1 ∉S && size (𝑈) < 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢1∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢1∉𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅(𝑈 ∪ {𝑢1})

                Endif 

            EndFor 

        EndFor 

 If 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑘 < 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∀𝑘 ∈ {𝑈 ∪ {𝑢1∗}}𝑈 =  𝑈 ∪ {𝑢1∗} ; 𝑆 =  𝑆 ∪ {𝑢1∗}

        Endif 

EndFor 

 For each cell c2 in cluster c1

  For each UE u1 in cell c2

     If u1 ∈ S and 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑢1 < 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
   Sort 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑢1; 

   For all UE k ∈ S & k ∈ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑢1
    Remove k from S

    Recalculate 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑢1

    If ! 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑢1 < 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
     Break Loop; 

    Endif 

   EndFor 

         Endif 

      EndFor 

  EndFor 

2) Non-coherent joint transmission

For NCJT, N beams from different sectors are scheduled 

to transmit simultaneously to one UE. The following pseudo 

code shows the NCJT approach:  

Algorithm 3: Non-coherent joint transmission 

For each time slot: Forbid set: F = ∅
Scheduled UE set: S, #NCJT: N, Forb = 0  

For all UE k

 If k ∉ S && k ∉ F 

Forb = 0;

  Sort 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑘; 

  For i ∈ set of first (N-1) 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑘
   If i ∈ S or i ∈ F 

Forb = 1; 

Endif 

  EndFor 

  If Forb == 0 

   S = 𝑆 ∪ {𝑘}  ∪ {set of first (N-1) 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑘}  

   F = F ∪ {𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑖: i ∈ {{𝑘}  ∪ {set of first (N-1) 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑘}}} 

  Endif  

     Endif 

EndFor 

C. Performance model construction 

The following algorithm creates a performance model for 

the RAN, which maps SLA requirements (i.e., latency and 

reliability) into network attributes such as bandwidth 𝑊 and 

ISD. To find this mapping, numerous simulations are 

performed to generate the data set, from which the 

performance model is learned using a regression approach. 

Algorithm 4: Generation of RAN performance model 

For serv. s1, #UE u1, #beams b1, and any fixed ISD isd1

    Start with bandwidth: 𝑊
    Loop1: 

  calculate QoS (s1, u1, b1, isd1, 𝑊): 

       Loop2: for each cell j in cluster c

            Loop3: for each UE u2 in cell j

                If QoS (u2) > QoS𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
       Valid(u2) = true; 

                Endif 

            EndLoop3 

        EndLoop2 

   while numValidUE < THRESHOLD  𝑊 *= 2;   ∆𝑊 = 𝑊; 

        To loop1 

   Else  𝑊 -=  ∆𝑊; 

       BreakLoop1; 

  N is iteration number; // fine tune 

  Loop 4: I = 1 to N 

    If numValidUE < THRESHOLD ∆𝑊 =  ∆𝑊/2; 

      Else ∆𝑊 = −  ∆𝑊/2

    EndIf 

       calculate QoS (s, u, b, isd, 𝑊 +  ∆𝑊)   

     EndLoop4         

IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

[1] Scenario description 

  We consider a scenario where a central office connects to 

multiple factories. SA NPN is assumed. The cloud server sits 

at the central office and connects to the main switch or entry 

point of the transport network. Each factory has a head room 

that holds the second level up to N levels of the transport 

network and a cabinet for the RAN baseband. The distance 

between the central office and the factory head room is fixed at 

10 km. 



Each factory has an area of 1 km × 1 km, and N (i.e., N = 

100) AR (or S2) users are randomly distributed in the area. The 

factory is divided into service areas (SAs), where each 100 m 

× 100 m area has N (i.e., N = 100) robotic devices (or S1 users) 

randomly distributed in each SA. SAs are separated by a street 

that is 5 m wide. For simplicity, only one factory is considered 

in our simulation. 

S1 is a motion control service with the characteristics of 

a printing machine application with service requirements of 

2 𝑚𝑠 cycle time, 99.9999% service availability, and 20 bytes 

message size. S2 is an augmented reality service with service 

requirements of a one-way E2E latency of 10 𝑚𝑠, 25 Mbps data 

rate, and 99.9% service availability. 

[2] Transport network description 

  The transport network simulator includes multiple levels 

of switches. For simplicity, a minimum three-level switch 

network is assumed. The first level is at the central office, the 

second level comprises the factory head room main switches, 

and the third level comprises the switches on each cabinet. For 

each transmitted packet, we add 8 bytes for the UDP header, 

add 20 bytes for the IP header, and 18 bytes for the Ethernet 

header. For every switch, 60 𝑛𝑠 cycle time is assumed, with 

multiple words reading and writing from/to memory. 

[3] Radio access network description 

  In the RAN simulator, sites are distributed uniformly (we 

assume hexagonal grids with the same inter-site distance) 

within the factory. Each site has three sectors, and each sector 

has a directional antenna. The antenna of sector 1 points north, 

and each of the antennas of the other two sectors are deviated 

120 degrees clockwise from the previous one. 

  Each radio frame is 10 𝑚𝑠, consisting of 80 0.125 𝑚𝑠 time 

slots or transmission time intervals (TTIs). The bandwidth is 

split into resource blocks, each with 1.44 MHz of bandwidth. 

The 2 × 2 MIMO TX mode 2 for S1 and TX mode 4 for S2 are 

used. In addition, 64 quadrature amplitude modulation, control 

format indicator 1, and Pedestrian B multipath channel model 

(PedB) are used in the simulation. Figure 2 shows the link curve 

for the 2 × 2 MIMO TX mode 2, which is generated using a 

Vienna LTE simulator [23]. The link curve is for motion 

control traffic S1, with 10−7 of radio link block error rate and 

assuming that the ITU standard multipath channel model PedB 

is used. When SINR is less than the channel quality indicator 

1, redundant transmission occurs. On each site, on every TTI, 

UEs are scheduled, and their data are sunk according to their 

SINR and the link curve.    

  Massive MIMO antennas are assumed in the simulation, 

with eight narrow beams to cover the sector area horizontally 

(15° of half power beam width [HPBW]). Vertically, the 

HPBW is 6°, down-tilted by 10° for a cell range less than 150 m 

(which results in a main beam cover area with a radius between 

30 and 60 m, a second beam cover area with a radius of less 

than 30 m, and an area radius between 60 and 220 m), and 

down-tilted by 9° for a cell range larger than or equal to 150 m 

(which results in a main beam cover area with a radius between 

33 and 67 m, a second beam cover area with a radius of less 

than 33 m, and an area radius between 67 and 340 m). A 

maximum of four MU-MIMO users per sector is assumed. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the antenna and beams, respectively. 

  The obstructed line-of-sight light clutter propagation 

model at 2.4 GHz in [1] is used for SINR calculation. The 

following equation shows the path loss:  𝑃𝐿 (𝑑) = 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0) + 10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑑 𝑑0⁄ ),                                  (3) 

where 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0) = 72.71 dB is the path loss at a reference distance 

of 15 m, n is the path loss exponent and equals 1.52, and 𝜎 is 

the standard deviation of shadowing that equals 4.61 dB.  

[4] Latency calculation 

  The latency in the downlink direction is calculated using 

following formula:  𝑇𝐷𝐿 =  𝑇𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁 + 𝑇𝑈𝐸 .

(4) 𝑇𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟  is the latency in the cloud server, which is 250 𝜇𝑠
[19]. 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 includes the latency in fiber 𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟  and in 

switch 𝑇𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ . Assuming 10 km of distance between the 

central office and the factory head room and 5 𝜇𝑠/km of fiber 

latency, 𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟  is 50 𝜇𝑠. 𝑇𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ can be obtained from the 

transport performance model. 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁  includes 𝑇𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛, 𝑇𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ,

and 𝑇𝑃𝑂𝑁. 𝑇𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛 is the alignment latency, and 𝑇𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒 is the 

scheduling latency; both are simulated in the construction of 

and included in the RAN performance model. The passive 

optical network connects the baseband to the radio in the RAN 

and is required to support latency within 100 𝜇𝑠 [24]. 𝑇𝑈𝐸
includes 𝑇𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 and 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 . 𝑇𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐 is the UE processing latency and 

takes three TTIs from [5]. 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡  is latent on the robotic device 

and takes 250 𝜇𝑠 from [19]. 

[5] Cost model 

Our design minimizes the TCO, which includes both 

CAPEX and OPEX and satisfies stringent service 

requirements. The equipment and service costs are obtained 

from the literature [25–29] and a commercial RAN design 

case. The cost is summarized in Table 1. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

   Figure 5 shows the performance model for the switch-

only transport network, with maximum latencies of S1 and S2 

over the cost of the network, assuming 100 S1 UEs per SA and 

100 S2 UEs per factory. The transport network is shared 



between two services, but S2 has a higher scheduling priority 

than S2. One hundred simulations are run using different 

random seeds, and the maximum latency is calculated. The 

latency of the store-and-forward switch at L2 is as expected as 

in [30]. The cost is calculated using the cost model in Table 1. 

  Figure 6 compares the performance of IC approaches, 

assuming a dedicated RAN slice for S1 and S2. Plot (a) shows 

IC approaches for S1, where TwoIC is the two-level IC 

approach, JIC-3 is the NCJT approach with three JTs, and JIC-

5 is the NCJT approach with five JTs. The JIC-3 is shown to 

provide the best performance. Plot (b) shows IC approaches for 

S2, where OneIC represents the one-level IC approach and only 

intra-cluster scheduling has been employed, and TwoIC 

improves OneIC with inter-cluster scheduling. JIC-3 is the 

NCJT approach with three JTs. Figure 6 shows that for 

different IC approaches should be used for different services. 

In particular, the NCJT approach with three JTs is best for S1 

while the two-level IC approach is better for S2. For NCJT 

approaches, more traffic will flow through the transport 

network, which necessitates a different transport network 

performance model.  

  Figure 7 shows the performance model for a network 

design with both an S1 and an S2 where the best IC approach 

for each service is used. A transport network performance 

model is included in the simulation. One hundred simulations 

are run with different random seeds. For network design 

purposes, a maximum bandwidth is calculated. 

Figure 8 shows the violation rate for a performance 

model. The performance model is for S1, assuming a cell 

radius of 250 m and 8 beams per sector. The initial 

performance model is generated using 100 drops, which 

indicate the minimum bandwidth required for the traffic model 

described for S1. For any new drop using a different random 

seed, we verify if the QoS requirements are satisfied. If not, we 

employ algorithm 3 to find a new solution and update the 

performance model. From Figure 8, we can see that the 

prediction successful rate increases when more drops are run.  

VI. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

For communication complexity, a dedicated fiber 

network is used to connect the cloud server, central unit, 

baseband units, and remote radio units to transmit data or 

between multiple baseband units (BBUs) to exchange intra-

cluster scheduling information. Therefore, control data volume 

is not a concern, and we assume an extra time slot (125 𝜇𝑠) of 

delay for IC communication between BBUs. The IC 

approaches are run at the central unit, and RF is predicted based 

on the knowledge of sites and UEs.  

For computational complexity, multiple SINR values 

corresponding to different interference scenarios are calculated 

for the two-level approach. The intra-cluster scheduling on 

BBUs uses greedy algorithm with a complexity of 𝑂(|𝐶| ∗𝑈𝑐2), where |𝐶| represents the number of clusters in the 

network and 𝑈𝑐 equals 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑈𝑠 represents the number of UEs 

in each cluster. 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents the maximum number of 

sectors per cluster, and 𝑈𝑠 represents the number of UEs per 

sector. The inter-cluster scheduling is triggered only by the 

scheduled UEs at the cluster edge with a complexity of 𝑂(𝑁 ∗ log (𝑁) ∗  𝑈𝑒), where 𝑈𝑒 represents the number of 

scheduled UEs at the cluster edge, 𝑁 represents the number of 

cells, and 𝑂(𝑁 ∗ log (𝑁)) represents the sorting complexity. 

For the NCJT approach, each UE with multiple JT beams from 

multiple sectors is picked using a greedy algorithm with a 

complexity of 𝑂((𝑁 ∗ 𝑈)2), where 𝑈 represents the number of 

users, and N represents the number of simultaneous transmitted 

beams.  

VII. CONCLUSION

In this research, we proposed an E2E NS solution and 

compared a two-level IC approach and NCJT IC approach. The 

IC approaches were used to improve performance models, 

which map customer-friendly SLA into low-level network 

design parameters and fulfill QoS requirements for a URLLC 

application. A regression approach was also proposed to 

identify the nonlinear relationships between customer-friendly 

SLA and low-level network design parameters. 
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Table 1: Cost model summary 

Budgetary 

Estimated Price
Notes

Switch $450/10G

Fiber Backhaul from CO to HR $18000/mile

Inter-rack cable $50

Intra-rack cable $10

RAN 64T64R Base station
$110k

I ncludes RBS, Baseband, Battery Backup System, 

Antennas, Site Material, GPS

RAN Services – In Buildings
$90K

I ncludes Site Survey, Site Acquisition, Site Build, 

Power, Backhaul Deployment, Install Commission, 

NW Design, Site Shakeup, Closeout

Customer Support $10,500 per RBS I ncludes RAN, Network Management

Staff/OAM cost $50k annually for a Field Tech

GPON ONT $100

DWDM OLT linecard (80 channels, 

incl.TRx,Diplexer, 2 slot shelf space)
$7.2K

Arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG) - 1:40 $1.2K

Fiber Cable Installation - In Buildings $18000/mile

Kwh power rates 12 cents per Kwh

Transport Network

RAN Network

PON Network



Figure 1: Network topology 



Figure 2: 2 × 2 TM2 link curve 

Figure 3: Massive MIMO antenna 
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Figure 4: Gains of a basic antenna [22] 
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Figure 5: Switch-only transport network: latency vs. cost 

Figure 6 (a): IC approaches for service 1 
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Figure 6 (b): IC approaches for service 2 

Figure 7: Design solution with different available bandwidths 
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Figure 8: RAN network: prediction failure rate 
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